Lord Cucumber And The Boy Hairdresser: Two Novels

Joe Orton ; Kenneth Halliwell

The two novels in this volume mark the beginning and the end of the famous writing partnership of Orton and Halliwell. Lord Cucumber is a camp pastiche of a Mills and book series. The Boy Hairdresser depicts the tortured relationship of two Angry Young Men. The Visitors is a two-play collection featuring Fred and Madge, two characters Orton and Halliwell created together.


http://www.amazon.co.uk/Lord-Cucumber-Boy-Hairdresser-Orton/dp/0413749109

The Boy Hairdresser: And, Lord Cucumber: Two Novels by Joe Orton starting at $23.08. The Boy Hairdresser: And, Lord Cucumber: Two Novels has 1 available at $23.08. The Boy Hairdresser: And, Lord Cucumber: Two Novels has 1 available at $23.08. The Boy Hairdresser: And, Lord Cucumber: Two Novels has 1 available at $23.08.
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